
Mathematis 134 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 2Solutions for Exam 2 { Marh 24, 2006I. Compute eah of the integrals below, using some ombination of integration by substi-tution, parts, and partial frations. You must show all work for full redit. Applying anentry from the integral table is OK if neessary, but that will result in a dedution of 3points per part.A) Use integration by parts with u = x, dv = os(4x) dx. Then du = dx, v = 14 sin(4x)and Z x os(4x) dx = x4 sin(4x)� Z 14 sin(4x) dx = x4 sin(4x) + 116 os(4x) + CB) By partial frations: The degree of the top is already stritly smaller than the degreeof the bottom so we do not need to divide. Then we fator x2�6x+8 = (x�2)(x�4)and the partial frations are: x+ 3x2 � 6x+ 8 = Ax� 2 + Bx� 4 :We lear denominators to getx+ 3 = A(x� 4) +B(x� 2):Setting x = 2 gives 5 = �2A, so A = �5=2. Then setting x = 4 gives 7 = 2B, soB = 7=2. Z �5=2x� 2 + 7=2x� 4 dx = �52 ln jx� 2j+ 72 ln jx� 4j+ CII. Compute eah of the following integrals using an entry or entries from the table ofintegrals. Say whih entry or entries you are using.A) Use #17 with n = 4, and then again with n = 2:Z sin4(x) dx = �14 sin3(x) os(x)� 38 os(x) sin(x) + 3x8 + CB) Use #14 with p(x) = x2 + 12 and a = 3:Z (x2 + 12)e3x dx = 13(x2 + 12)e3x � 2x9 e3x + 227e3x + CIII. (20) Let R be the region bounded by y = x2 + 2, y = x, x = 0 and x = 1. Find thevolume of the solid obtained if R is rotated about the line y = 5.



Solution: The parabola y = x2 + 2 lies above the line y = x for all x. But there is a gapbetween the region R and the line y = 5 (the axis of rotation). So the ross-setions of thesolid perpendiular to the x-axis are washers with inner radius 5� (x2 + 2) = 3� x2 andouter radius 5� x. The volume is the integral of the area of the ross-setion:V = Z 10 �(5� x)2 � �(3� x2)2 dx= � Z 10 16� 10x+ 7x2 � x4 dx= ��16x� 5x2 + 73x3 � x55 ����10= 197�15IV. A long thin straight wire extends from x = 0 to x = 1 m. The density of the wire atx is Æ(x) = 2 + os(�x) grams per m.A) (10) Set up, but do not evaluate the formula omputing the enter of mass of the wire.Solution: Note the problem says \long straight" wire { think of it as a segment of thex-axis. The enter of mass is atx = R 10 x(2 + os(�x)) dxR 10 2 + os(�x) dx(Note: the 2 + os(�x) is the density of the metal in the wire, not the shape of the wire!)B) (10) If the midpoint Riemann sum with n = 10 is used to approximate the integralfor the total mass, will the result be an overestimate or an underestimate? Explain.Solution: The mass integral is M = Z 10 os(�x) + 2 dx:The funtion os(�x) + 2 has a graph that is onave down from x = 0 to x = 1=2, thenonave up from x = 1=2 to x = 1. By the symmetry of the osine graph, we an see thatthe overestimate areas on the �rst half are exatly balaned by the underestimate areason the seond half. So the orret answer is: neither { the midpoint Riemann sum givesthe exat value(!)Soring note: This was a triky question and no one in the lass atually got it orret(for the orret reason). So what I did to sore this problem was:



� If you said the answer depended on the onavity of the graph y = os(�x) + 2 andgot the estimates going the right way (that is, overestimate where onave down,underestimate where onave up), then I gave full redit (10 points)� If you said the answer depended on the onavity of the graph y = os(�x) + 2 andgot the estimates going the wrong way, then I gave part redit (8 points)� If you didn't make the onnetion with onavity, instead of giving no redit, I droppedthe question entirely, and omputed your grade using the other 90 possible points.(This seemed the fairest way to do it and it atually helped everyone in all three ategories.)V. (10) The graph y = f(x) below shows either a probability density (pdf) or a umulativedistribution (df). Say whih it is, and �nd the value of  given in the graph.Solution: The given graph is a pdf beause the total area between the graph is �nite andthe funtion is not always inreasing (and does not approah 1 as x ! +1). The valueof  is determined from the requirement that the total area is 1. Using area formula forretangles: 1 = 2(2) +  = 5, so  = 1=5.


